
World Studies - Chapter 9 & 10:4 Core Concept Info - The Industrial Revolution

INDUSTRIALIZATION (Pink)
Development of industries for the machine production of goods.
Side Effects
Negative: Unsafe working conditions, harsh treatment of workers, Workers

overworked and underpaid, Social class tensions increased within the
middle class, Cities became overcrowded & unsanitary with unsafe
living conditions and city services were scarce, Diseases spread rapidly
and rampantly, Lack of city planning; Loss of family stability.

Positive: Many new jobs created, Some workers were able to enjoy a higher
standard of living, Specialization of production began in certain
industries and in certain cities - led to increase in revenues in those
areas

Other: Suburbs grew as people fled crowded cities; Workers’ progress vs. 
laissez-faire economic attitudes; Trade unions formed and grew in power;
Social movements such as utilitarianism, utopianism, socialism, and
Marxism ensued; Overseers & Skilled workers rose to lower middle class &
factory owners & merchants formed upper middle class.

Long Term Effects: 

Positive: Workers won higher wages, shorter hours, better conditions; Working
conditions are much improved; Standard of living generally rose;
Housing, diet, and clothing improved; World wide trade increased;
advances in transportation, agriculture, and communication; Child labor
laws established; Highly developed banking & investing system
established; Increased production and efficiency; City services
increased/improved; Population explosion & expanding labor force;
Reform bills passed in Parliament & Congress; Most people in
industrialized countries can afford consumer goods that would have
been considered luxuries 50-60 years ago; Profits derived from
industrialization produce tax revenues which led to urban improvements
increased standard of living for most city dwellers

Negative: Population growth & More people who need services; Exploitation of
natural resources; rise of global inequality; Exploitation of colonies for
resources and markets - Imperialism increased; Pollution problems



URBANIZATION (Orange)
The growth of cities and the migration of people into them.
Started by industrialization/industrial revolution.
Led to overcrowding in cities and increased problems of cities that needed
addressed, like sanitation, building codes, health codes/spreading of disease,
safety services, education, etc.

MIDDLE CLASS (Yellow)
A social class made up of skilled workers, professionals, businesspeople, and
wealthy farmers.
Brought about by the industrial revolution.
Development of this created great opportunities for education and democratic
participation... Democratic participation, in turn, fueled a powerful movement for
social reform. (Transformation of society)
Powerful group because it often drives the production of mass culture items and,
thus, leads to how factors of production will be put to use.  (RE: Mass culture items)

MASS CULTURE (Pink)
The production of works of art and entertainment designed to appeal to a large
audience.
Brought about by industrialization/industrial revolution and the development of a
large middle class society.
This appeals to large middle class and, in turn, drives industry production
(according to what the middle class wants) in most cases.

Causes & Effects:
! Public Education º Increase in literacy º Mass market for books and

newspapers
! Improvements in communications º Publications cheaper and more accessible

º Mass market for books and newspapers 
! Shorter workday - 10 hours; Shorter workweek - 5 ½ days º More leisure time º

Greater demand for mass entertainment activities.

CORPORATION (orange)
Business owned by stockholders who share in its profits but are not personally
responsible for its debts. (This doesn’t mean that they may not lose money,
though.)
Stock (Yellow) - Partial rights of ownership in a business.



CAPITALISM (Pink)
An economic system based on private ownership and on the investment of money
in business ventures in order to make a profit. Helped to bring about the Industrial
Revolution.

Thomas Malthus & David Ricardo - believed, like Smith, that natural laws governed
economic life.... Their ideas formed the laissez-faire form of this.

Began in the late Middle Ages; Progressed through industrial revolution; Continues
in industrialized societies.

Main Points:
! Individuals and businesses own property and the means of production.
! Progress results when individuals follow their own self-interest.
! Businesses follow their own self-interest by competing or the consumer’s

money.  Each business tries to produce goods or services that are better and
less expensive than those of competitors.

! Consumers compete to buy the best goods at the lowest prices.  This
competition shapes the market by affecting what businesses are able to sell.

! Government should not interfere in the economy because competition creates
efficiency in business.

 
Laissez Faire (orange)

The idea that government should not interfere with or regulate industries and
businesses. 

Stemmed from French economic philosophers of the Enlightenment - criticized the
idea that nations grow wealthy by placing heavy tariffs on foreign goods;
Government regulations only interfered with production of wealth; They believed
that if government allowed free trade the economy would prosper.

Free Trade (yellow) - the flow of commerce in the world market without
government regulation - 

Adam Smith - 1776 - A Wealth of Nations - Economic liberty guaranteed
economic progress

3 Natural Laws of Economics:
1- Law of Self-Interest - People work for their own good.
2- Law of Competition - Competition forces people to make a better

product.
3- Law of Supply & Demand (pink) - Enough goods would be produced at

the lowest possible price to meet the demand in a market economy;
When supply goes up, demand/prices come down... When supply goes
down, demand/prices go up.



SOCIALISM (Orange)
An economic system in which the factors of production are owned by the public
and operate for the welfare of all.
French reformers such as Charles Fourier & Saint-Simon sought to offset the ills
effects of industrialization with this economic system.
Main Points:
! The community or the state should own property and the means of

production.
! Progress results when a community of producers cooperate for the good of

all.
! People who believed in this felt that capitalist employers take advantage of

workers.  The community or state must act to protect workers.
! Capitalism creates unequal distribution of wealth and material goods. An

unequal distribution of wealth and material goods is unfair. A better system is
to distribute goods according to each person’s needs.

COMMUNISM (Pink)
An economic system in which all means of production - land, mines, factories,
railroads, and businesses - are owned by the people, private property does not
exist, and all goods and services are shared equally.

Karl Marx - Radical Socialist; Communist Manifesto

Communist Party (Pink) 
A political party practicing the ideas of Karl Marx and VI Lenin; originally
named the Russian Bolshevik Party.

Note: This economic system becomes a government/political party when those
in control of the factors/means of production become dictatorial/tyrannical
and do not distribute the wealth produced by the factors/means of
production fairly.
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